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Room/Event 
Management 
Integration

DAX Intelligent Door Control

As the industry’s only off-the-shelf solution that integrates your 
existing access control and room scheduling/event management 
systems, DAX automates unlocking and securing readers and 
doors on campus using actual event schedules, while always 
working within your configured security policies. 

DAX eliminates the need to run daily or weekly event reports, 
freeing administrators from the thousands of hours spent 
annually programming and maintaining custom door unlock 
schedules. The solution allows you to configure a wide range of 
options that bring additional convenience and efficiency,  without 
compromising security.  

DAX adds more configuration capabilities-including additional 
pre-event and post-event unlock times, handling standard 
building open hours, and the ability to go hands-off during 
unplanned events like weather delays, lockdown or shelter in 
place scenarios, and room maintenance. And, because DAX 
talks to your event management system in real-time, last-minute 
events or cancellations are no problem!

DAX is a certified partner solution that leverages manufacturer-
supported APIs and utilizes best practices to ensure you maintain 
full support across each critical campus system integrated with 
DAX.

• Eliminate manual programming: Rooms unlock using real-time 
information from your existing room scheduling system(s)

• Security-focused: Your access control system can override DAX 
at any time

• Handle unplanned scenarios: Predictably handle a wide range of 
scenarios, including weather delays, lockdown, etc.

• Intelligent access assignment: Assign temporary access to 
individuals for spaces that shouldn’t unlock (study rooms, music 
studios, and more.)

Intelligent Door Control and Temporary Access Management

Safer, More Efficient Campuses

A SwiftConnect Company

Real-time Event Management & Access Control Integration

Join the dozens of colleges and universities 
around the country that are already saving 
thousands of hours every year with DAX, 
Detrios’ game-changing access control 
solution.

Say goodbye to manual programming 
and hello to a safer, more secure 
campus with DAX!
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Housing 
Access 
Automation

DAX Intelligent Access Management

• Eliminate Manual Programming: Automates all aspects of card 
access assignment, removal, and updates using housing contract 
data

• Automated Room Swap Access: Allows you to configure 
overlapping access assignments for room changes to allow 
students to move to their new room

• Powerful Access Rules Engine: Enables access to be assigned 
based on room, suite, floor, building, and/or area using the 
powerful yet intuitive automatic access mapping feature

• Efficient Pre-Assignment: Access can be assigned in advance 
and enabled upon check-in, reducing strain on the access control 
system and providing visibility prior to move-in day

Detrios’ DAX Intelligent Housing Access Management 
software provides seamless integration between your existing 
housing management platform and your access control 
system, automating the assignment and management of card 
access for students using housing contract data in near-real-
time.

DAX allows you to configure your housing access using its 
powerful and intuitive rules engine to drive access by building, 
floor, suite, room, and more. The solution will assign access 
at whatever level you have electronic access control for each 
residential hall. It can even automate difficult and time-
consuming multi-step manual processes, such as managing 
overlapping-room access for room changes, giving a student 
access to both rooms automatically for a configurable period 
of time so they can move. 

DAX also supports all of the standard housing access 
management features you would expect, including early 
check-ins, late check-outs, cancellations, etc. Also, DAX talks 
to your housing management and access control systems 
using manufacturer-supported APIs to ensure a robust, 
scalable, and supported integration.

Housing Access Automation

A SwiftConnect Company

Safer, More Efficient Campuses

Join the dozens of colleges and universities 
around the country that are already saving 
thousands of hours every year with DAX, 
Detrios’ game-changing access control 
solution.

Say goodbye to manual programming 
and hello to a safer, more secure 
campus with DAX!


